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eResearch Corporation is pleased to provide a commentary courtesy of Urban Carmel of 
The Fat Pitch. 

Detailed information on The Fat Pitch is provided at the end of the article. However, a 
brief overview is provided immediately below, with the article beginning on the next page. 
 

WHAT IS THE FAT PITCH? 
 

Specifically, the Fat Pitch on this site refers to two situations. 
 
First: A Fat Pitch comes at a market turning point.  
Second: The Fat Pitch is a favorable investing environment. 
  

Objectives 

The objective of The Fat Pitch is to provide a structured, quantitative, and empirical 
methodology for evaluating the state of the market. At any point in time, there are a variety of 
factors pulling on the market. We want to determine the relative importance of each factor in 
order to answer two questions: 
 
(1) In which direction should we be investing in the market?  
(2) Are tailwinds behind this direction or are headwinds picking up? 
 

 

eResearch was established in 2000 as Canada's first equity issuer-sponsored research organization. As a 

primary source for professional investment research, our Subscribers (subscription is free!!!) benefit by 

having written research on a variety of small- and mid-cap, under-covered companies. We also provide 

unsponsored research reports on middle and larger-sized companies, using a combination of fundamental 

and technical analysis. We complement our corporate research coverage with a diversified selection of 

informative, insightful, and thought-provoking research publications from a wide variety of investment 

professionals. We provide our professional investment research and analysis directly to our extensive 

subscriber network of discerning investors, and electronically through our website: www.eResearch.ca. 
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February 18, 2017 
 

Weekly Market Summary 
 
Summary: U.S. equities continue to make new all-time highs each week, supported by strong 
equity fund inflows and macro data that have exceeded expectations. Surprisingly, equities 
outside the USA are actually out-performing the S&P. The current trend is very extended and 
there are four notable headwinds that may impact equities in the weeks ahead. There is, 
conversely, a favorable set-up in the bond market.  

 
* * * * * 

 

On Friday, SPX, DJIA, COMPQ, and NDX all made new all-time highs (ATH). During the week, 
RUT and NYSE also made new ATHs. All indices moving to new high together suggests that this 
is a broadly-based rally. 

The equity rally is broad in another sense as well. In the past 3 months, markets outside the USA 
have out-performed the SPX. Europe and emerging markets have led, and the World ex-US 
index has gained 9%. In the USA, the NDX is leading.  

 

BW: In this report, you can enlarge any chart by clicking on it with <Ctrl-Click>. 

 

 

 
Turning back to the USA, all of the moving averages, from 5-day to 200-day, are rising for each 
of the main indices. This is the definition of an up-trending equity market.  

 

<continued> 

  

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/--WoL8JFImx0/WKhikZGmzRI/AAAAAAAAgdY/7NB9-mh5YkUMaS-ofrob3cHYHWCqwDiRACLcB/s1600/World%2Bindices.png
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SPX has been stair-stepping higher since last summer. 2250-2280 is the first level of big support 
(top line). 

 

 

 
 
It is accurate to say that the last several weeks have been exceptional. In the chart above, weekly 
momentum (top panel) is the highest since March and November 2013. That level of momentum 
is most often not sustained; in both cases, SPX churned for the next 3 weeks (consolidating 
gains) before moving higher. 

Similarly, shown below is 2009-2012, with the current level of momentum highlighted. Four of 
these periods marked intermediate turning points where SPX lost more than 5% in the weeks 
ahead; two other instances were like 2013, with SPX churning several weeks and then moving 
higher. 

 

 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-v7ja7ngklrU/WKhh5cZiR5I/AAAAAAAAgdQ/6I8JIK1x26EfI9qfQk23b6sMCDLJo166wCLcB/s1600/SPX%2Bweekly.png
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-DZeeou3x72c/WKhkYOwFLoI/AAAAAAAAgdg/ZlYOAqS7kss65kji-qyiif_p0f6xwbAggCLcB/s1600/SPX%2Bweekly%2B2.png
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At least from a momentum standpoint, continued strong gains in the next several weeks is not 
very likely. In half the situations like today, the best scenario was a period of churning with a 
maximum loss of 1-2%. In the other half of these instances, SPX was near a point where it lost 
more than 5%. 

So what happens next this time around? We have some noteworthy indications that we will 
discuss below. 

Before getting to that, however, it is important to note that up-trends weaken before they 
reverse. Assuming an abrupt end to the current up-trend is low odds. SPY has not even closed 
below its 5-day since February 2. That would be the first indication of a weakening up-trend. 
When the 5-day is breached on consecutive days, a move to the 13-e (green line, arrows) is likely 
next. That is often a good approximate level of initial support (for a bounce). Subsequent tests of 
the 13-e then often lead to a test of the 50-day (blue line, yellow shading). 

 

 
 
Starting in December, one of the knocks on the current rally has been poor breadth. As an 
example, many have noted that small cap stocks have lagged. Since then, SPX has moved about 
6% higher. Is this unusual? Not at all. It is a dynamic we have previously discussed. 

When small caps under-perform, the conventional wisdom says that it indicates weakness in 
breadth as investors concentrate their buying on a relatively small number of large companies.  

 

 

<continued> 
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The problem is these divergences have usually not been bearish. The yellow highlights below are 
times when small caps under-performed large caps (lower panel). Each time, SPX continued 
higher (top panel). The main exception was in 2012 (in orange). 

 

 
 
Moreover, there were several instances where small caps out-performed large caps right into a 
market peak (shown with arrows). If anything, that has been a better predictor of trouble for 
SPX. Why would this be? When small caps out-perform, investors are chasing performance. It is 
a beta chase, and this indicates investor exuberance. At an extreme, this exuberance is punished 
with a market correction. That is not the case right now. 

Another knock on the current rally has been that investor sentiment has become excessively 
bullish. Consider the following: 

In the first week in December, more than 10 weeks ago, active investors surveyed by NAAIM had 
an average equity exposure over 100%, meaning that they were leveraged long. It has remained 
above 90% ever since.  

Among Investors Intelligence (II) newsletter writers, bulls outnumbered bears by over 3 times in 
early December. It has since moved as high as 3.8 times.  

The "Fear & Greed" index was over 90 in early December and remains near 80 now. 

U.S. indices have moved higher despite all of this. There are several points worth stressing on 
sentiment. 
 
The most important is this: sentiment extremes at top and bottoms are not the same.  

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-lWN1KW4SDXE/WKh1YJqNpxI/AAAAAAAAgeI/IJr2uR9EBWwOCB8HuQYEtFcfVMi8eILCQCLcB/s1600/RUT%2Bvs%2BSPX.png
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Bottoms are marked by the fear of loss, and that normally impacts a very large majority of 
investors simultaneously, creating a bearish extreme in sentiment. These extremes are very close 
to market lows. 

But investors become bullish at differing rates; as more investors become bullish, price moves 
higher. This is why it is often said that "it takes more bulls to make a bull market." Because up-
trends are longer and more gradual ("stairs up") while down-trends are swift ("elevator down"), 
sentiment tops take a longer time to unfold. The current situation, with many bullish investors 
and price moving higher, is, empirically, not unusual. 

This is why excesses in sentiment - and other indicators like seasonality, breadth, etc. - is best 
thought of as a headwind (or tailwind) to price. These form the "set-up" for a change in trend. A 
"set-up" means little until the trend in price weakens; this is the "trigger". Both a trigger and a 
set-up are needed to form a high odds trade. 

An under-appreciated aspect to current sentiment is the flow of money into equity mutual funds 
and ETFs. The best performance in the U.S. market has taken place when fund flows are 
positive. That can be seen in the chart below: strong inflows in 2013-2014 coincided with a 50% 
gain in SPX, for example. Equities can move higher when fund flows are negative, but the 
returns are marginal and the draw-downs can be extreme: the near bear market in August 2011 
and 10% fall in May 2012 took place while fund flows were in decline (data from ICI). 

 

 
 
The important point now is this: in the 18 months leading into the U.S. election, domestic equity 
fund flows had been consistently negative. During this time, SPX went sideways and 
experienced several draw-downs over 10%. That has started to change in the past 3 months, 
during which time SPX has gained about 13%. Through the end of January, cumulative fund 
flows are still more than $100b below their peak in March 2015. Objectively, there is 
considerable room for fund flows to push equity prices higher in the months ahead. Consider 
this a long-term sentiment tailwind for equities. 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-lMLtzRRMAeE/WKiD6DRLbLI/AAAAAAAAgeY/Kgi6SFt3has2jAuSHCQDXkYzhyJo1osYQCLcB/s1600/ICI%2B2.png
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All of that said, there are four near-term watch-outs for U.S. equities. 

The first watch-out is U.S. macro data, which has been very good (a recent post on this is here).  

This has been a tailwind for equity prices throughout this bull market. But expectations are now 
running ahead of the data by an excessive degree (bottom panel). In the past, this has often (but 
not always) led to near-term equity price corrections. The amount of the drawdown in SPX is 
marked in the top panel of the chart. Most of these have been about 5% but some have been 10% 
or more (from Sentimentrader). 

 

 
 
The main exception was in January 2012 (red circle). SPX had recently emerged from the near 
bear market referenced earlier, driven in large part by a surprising rebound in macro data. 
 
 

 

<continued> 

 

 

 

  

http://fat-pitch.blogspot.com/2017/02/february-macro-update-strong-start-to.html
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-8f8tJLIyWWM/WKiHqgC-msI/AAAAAAAAgeo/vUzz9B6bMrwPTHtMoRq6gDWNmnvL0DIQgCLcB/s1600/CESI%2Bvs%2BSPX.png
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The second watch-out is sentiment.  

Prolonged periods where the number of II bulls exceeds bears by more than 3:1 eventually lead 
to equity prices correcting. Prior periods in the current bull market similar to today are 
highlighted in yellow. Again, this is part of the "set-up", it is not a trigger on its own. Notice that 
periods of high bullish sentiment coincide with high macro expectations in the chart above 
(from II). 

 

 
 
 

<continued> 

 

 

 

  

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-NmSUuJ5HT9M/WKiJmBls4YI/AAAAAAAAge0/27ElySRBBG89aTrW5J4mwvQC7KZsWhDJwCLcB/s1600/II%2Bspread%2BFeb%2B2017.png
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Going back to 1987, the current period of continuously bullish sentiment (measured by II) is 
among the longest in the past 30 years. Predicting the timing for a short-term turning point has 
been futile, but it is accurate to say that the high bullish sentiment does not often last very much 
longer than it has now, at least not historically (from Yardeni). 

 

 
 

 

 

<continued> 
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The third watch-out is volatility.  

It is worth first noting that the current low level in the VIX is not itself bearish. Empirically, the 
forward 3-month and 6-month returns in SPX when VIX is under 12 are better than average 
(circles). SPX is higher 89% of the time 6 months later (from SJD10304). 

 

 

 
 
 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-JwMG2kHL6Cs/WKiOFyVwSXI/AAAAAAAAgfY/KoTFEKbl3rUIa-wuXp3XIDAD9Bve-QTqgCEw/s1600/Vix%2B%253C12%2Bforwrd%2Breturns.png
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The watch-out is that volatility is rising with equities, whereas these normally move opposite 
each other. This week, VIX rose 6% while equities rose 2%. A month later, SPX has been lower 
nearly 80% of the time by about 1.5% (data from Dana Lyons). 

 

 
 
The current low volatility has occurred while SPX has marched higher without suffering a 1% 
loss in a single day since October. At 89 days, the current streak has only been exceeded 4 other 
times since 1990. What happens next?  

 

 

<continued> 

 

  

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-iCcw7YoPlDo/WKiPJVZd-bI/AAAAAAAAgfc/bvJj6SP7kVIwAnd5y6zAY8lp-WTupISlwCLcB/s1600/Vix%2Bup%2Bwith%2BSPX.png
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In the first chart, note that none of the other longer streaks ended in a disaster (arrows; from 
John Kicklighter). In fact, on average, the first drop of 1% is followed by a steady recovery 
(second chart; from Stock Almanac). But it has usually taken more than 30 days for the prior 
high to be recovered. 

 

 

 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-802kjOUX4x8/WKiSUFNBy-I/AAAAAAAAgfs/o1sLGzvX19czy3nCvtfS8pH4OonhoG_bgCLcB/s1600/No%2B1%2525%2Bloss.png
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-uSlYCxBwY9o/WKiSgeaB-OI/AAAAAAAAgfw/ZrpXmzkYjgs5PpfxujK57YS6tVr0H1ByACLcB/s1600/No%2Bloss%2Bover%2B1%2525%2Bfor%2B80%2Bdays.png
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The fourth watch-out is seasonality. The equity rally since Donald Trump's inauguration is the 
strongest since FDR in 1945 (more here). The usual pattern is for an inauguration honeymoon 
rally to be followed by a drop. That has not yet happened. Combined with the second half of 
February typically being weak, there is a seasonal headwind to equities (from Ryan Detrick). 

 

 
 
In summary, there is a set-up for equity prices to retrace some of their recent gains, but with the 
indices making fresh new highs this week, there is no price trigger, yet. 

What is negative for equities is often (but not always) a positive for bonds. Even as equities have 
rallied, TLT has gained almost 4% in the past two months. In the chart below, note that TLT has 
made  higher lows since December, and that it has twice tested, and held above, its 50-day 
(arrows). That 50-d may soon start to slope upwards. This is how new up-trends start; to the 
left, note a similar set-up in July 2015. Momentum has twice been "overbought" but has not 
been "oversold" during the past two months; this is another positive (top panel, yellow shading). 

 

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/how-president-trumps-stock-market-performance-in-his-first-30-days-ranks-2017-02-17
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-iSU-FUx5pek/WKic9NX4B2I/AAAAAAAAggM/wor8LPDtPMotw9TDvee0YvXV0qFj6yrZACLcB/s1600/Seasonality.png
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-InlmWZXolLA/WKie2nsmXjI/AAAAAAAAggY/yjAHB99PuF0JgWomE-ndHflXZNm4O6o_wCLcB/s1600/TLT.png
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Sentiment towards bonds is excessively bearish; fund managers have one of their lowest 
allocations to bonds in the past 10 years. That is often followed by a rally in bond prices (a new 
post on this is here). 

Conversely, commercial hedgers are exceedingly long 10-year treasuries (bottom panel); these 
traders are considered "smart money" and, in prior instances, TLT has rallied (top panel; from 
Sentimentrader). 

 

 
 
 

<continued> 

 

 

 

  

http://fat-pitch.blogspot.com/2017/02/fund-managers-current-asset-allocation.html
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-41a6YSaa0LM/WKih3leyRJI/AAAAAAAAggk/_qkE5rAA0PQFdrI-Y0N_gJs_oBty5l1fQCLcB/s1600/TLT%2Bhedgers.png
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The excesses in macro expectations referenced earlier as a headwind for equities is often a 
tailwind for bonds.  

Below is the same chart shown above except TLT is now in the top panel. Most often, situations 
like now have been favorable for bond prices. 

 

 
 
The calendar is light for the week ahead. Monday is a market holiday, FOMC meeting minutes 
are released on Wednesday, and new home sales data is released on Friday. 

 
More than 90% of the companies in the SPX have released their financial results for 4Q/2016. A 
new post on what this means for equities is here. 

 
 

BW: Information on Mr. Urban Carmel and his blog, The Fat Pitch, follows on 

the ensuing page.  

http://fat-pitch.blogspot.com/2017/02/sales-and-earnings-back-at-highs-but-so.html
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-R41DmM6OwPA/WKiqMJeWO7I/AAAAAAAAgg8/vU-pvk__zc8PAjF_hQiZSWX1r9XIF3P6ACLcB/s1600/CESI%2Bvs%2BTLT.png
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WHAT IS THE FAT PITCH? 
 

In baseball, a fat pitch is a hittable ball. The odds are in your favor. You might miss, but it is a 
situation where you should take a swing of the bat. If you swing at good pitches and avoid the 
crappy ones, you improve your OBP. Once on base, it becomes a running game. 

The stock market serves a lot of curve balls. Now and then there comes a Fat Pitch, your odds-on 
opportunity to swing the bat. So, get on base and then manage your base-runners. 
 

Specifically, the Fat Pitch on this site refers to two situations. 

First: A Fat Pitch comes at a market turning point. It is an identifiable and quantifiable 
capitulation point where sellers or buyers have become exhausted and panic or euphoria is at an 
extreme. The Fat Pitch here is measured by a combination of (in no particular order): put-
call, Trin, NYMO, sentiment, fund cash balances, major accumulation or distribution, volume, 
price relative to Bollinger bands, volatility, and consecutive days in a row in one direction. 
Swinging the bat without popping up is the hardest part. 

Second: The Fat Pitch is a favorable investing environment. Old hands talk about there 
being only a few good times each year to be involved in the market. The remainder are 
unprofitable. I think this is correct. The Weekly Market Summary is intended to help discern 
when it is favorable to be long (or short) and when it is best to work on improving your French. 
 
Every day, week, and year is a learning experience. The purpose of this site is to help refine what 
constitutes a Fat Pitch. Like baseball, you have to continue to work on your swing. 

 

Our Objectives 
 

The objective of the Fat Pitch is to provide a structured, quantitative, and empirical 
methodology for evaluating the state of the market. At any point in time, there are a variety of 
factors pulling on the market. We want to determine the relative importance of each factor in 
order to answer two questions: 

1. In which direction should we be investing in the market?  

2. Are tailwinds behind this direction or are headwinds picking up? 
 

Every Friday we publish a Weekly Market Summary with green, yellow, and red lights on it. 
Green is good and red is bad. Everything on this site is in support of this market summary.  

The little tabs across the top of the site (trend, breadth, etc.) mirror the different factors we 
follow to monitor the market. There is nothing here that does not fit with the methodology.  

Anytime you want to understand why a factor is red or green, click on the tab and read the 
accompanying analyses. To the fullest extent possible, we quantify and use empirics to 
determine the state of every factor. 
 

The Fat Pitch is authored by Urban Carmel, see below. 
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